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ABSTRACT 

„Panopticon’ is a surveillance concept, invented by Jeremy Bentham and developed by Michael Foucault. In the 

current digital era, social media giants and   dictatorial governments vigorously engage in data surveillance and 

acts as ‘Big Brother’ intruding to the privacy of individuals and violating human rights. Irrational data collection in 

digitized era degrades individuals to mere ‘dividuals’ since data is the new oil and richest resource in the world. 

More than that  Intensified  social media  surveillance and  intrusion to privacy  are prevalent  threat to  any  

democracy  which in turn   leads to totalitarianism, dictatorship and  monopoly.  In this background, this study 

aims to find out: the intensity of post-panopticonism of state as well as social media giants; its numerous moral and 

ethical violations; how dataveillance leads to ‘Facebookistan’ and ‘Googledom’; the invasion of internet in to our 

private life without our consent etc. Content analysis of the prominent literature   is utilized to generate the results. 

The  findings of the  paper  are:  though panopticonism and social surveillance  have  certain positive elements,  it 

has  negative impacts  like denial of  citizen right to make personal choices;  it curtails  their  independence;  

agencies extensively misuse  power  in the  name of  surveillance etc. Since CCTV and webcams are the ‘eyes that 

never sleeps’   in the post panoptic era, self-identity of human beings is a great question. Thus it is 

recommendedthat surveillance literacy, discourse on digital surveillance, enactment of   law to protect privacy, 

freedom and human rights of the individual are   most important values in the post panoptic era.  

Key Words: Algorithmic Governance, Big Brother,‘Dataveillance’, ‘Dividuals’, Facebookistan, 

Googledom, Post Panoptic Surveillance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

“Big brother is watching you”- the legendary testimonial of George Orwell  (Orwell 1948, p.3) cannot be 

underestimated in today‟s digital ecosystem  since digital  surveillance  and intrusion to privacy  by state, corporates  

and  social media  institutions  is   prevalent and  intensified day by day.  Surveillance leads to „dataveillance‟   since 

data is the new oil or the richest resource in the world today (Mukesh Ambani, ET 2019). Fights and debates related 

with the attainment of   personal data of the individual is already underwayby the conglomerates. This is a kind of 

neocolonial dominance which is extremely   dangerous since “who controls the past … control the future; who 

controls the present controls the past” (Orwell, 1948, p.37).Media discourses reminds us that surveillance is all 

around us (refer Google CEOs‟ grilling session with the congress). 
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Undercover policing, drone monitoring and algorithmic governance are becoming usual practices of 

dictatorial countries. This  trend of „panopticonism‟- a  term used by Jeremy   Bentam  and popularized by  Michael  

Foucault, where inmates in a jail  are being closely monitored  by the watch tower- is so dangerous  for the 

„dividuals‟   since their privacy and  individual  rights are   dangerously   been  stolen.  

Though digital surveillance and digital archival of private   data has so many   benefits such as controlling 

criminalization, monitoring terrorism, improves public safety, reduce crime rate, provide evidence and gather clues 

etc. It has negative impacts if it reaches at the wrong hands! Data misuse for economic benefits   and vested interest 

by the states like USA, Korea, China, as well as corporate companies like Google and Facebook, is a voyeuristic 

trend today. Few cases of violations have been reported about Facebook in connection with Cambridge Analytica 

(CA) an international PR agency which recently hacked lakhs of Facebook accounts (ET, 12.12.2018). Google CEO 

Sundar Pichai   was grilled by the US congress on account of the data infringement and    privacy violations 

(ET,12.12.2018). 

Even ordinary people are under surveillance. Social media platforms espionagedata mining and 

advertisement-oriented activities are booming hysterically.   Since we live in a world filled with digitalized 

information from 24/7 CCTV cameras, webcams, artificial intelligence (AI), awareness of the surveillance and 

knowledge about   privacy infringements is the need of the time. It is imperative that, academic studies in this area 

are to be ushered to maintain democracy to prevent dictatorship and totalitarianism. 

  1.1. Operational Definitions   

1.1.1. Panopticon:  The concept of „panopticon‟ model was first developed by British philosopher Jeremy 

Bentham   and   was popularized by French philosopher Michel Foucault. „Panopticism‟ refers to   strict surveillance 

as a means of disciplinary control (Chelsi Lamberton, 2017).Simply speaking it is „all seeing place‟ (Jeremy 

Bentham, 1843).   

 It is a prison design with a ring of cells surrounding a central guard tower. The cells have windows facing 

the tower, so the guards can see what the prisoners in the cells are doing at all times.  In the central tower is the 

watchman. In the cells are prisoners or workers, depending on the use of the building. The tower shines bright light 

so that the watchman is able to see everyone in the cells. The people in the cells, however, aren‟t able to see the 

watchman, and therefore have to assume that they are always under observation(Thomas McMullan, 2015). This 

modern structure would allow guards to continually see inside each cell from their vantage point in a high central 

tower, unseen by the prisoners. 

Post panoptic: It simply refers to the period after Jeremy Bentham, where surveillance in different forms 

and types flourished. It has a connotation of surveillance in the digital era. 

Synopticon: Synoptic surveillance, a term used by Thomas   Mathieson (Flynn, 2107, p. 87) to explain 

„many watching few‟ is another draconic tendency today.  Recounts of the capture of Osama bin laden in   the 

famous movie „Zero Dark Thirty’ directed by K. Bigelows (2012) is a classic example of this tendency. Millions of 

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/thomas-mcmullan
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people watched US president Barrack Obama   and his congress team,   viewing the   capture of Bin Laden through 

TV.    

1.1.2. Surveillance: Many existing definitions of surveillance emphasize processes of information, 

collection and processing on the one hand andprocesses shaping behaviors controlling, managing, governing, 

supervising, influencing or regulating behaviors on the other hand (Futchs and Trottier,2015, p.12). „Surveillance in 

society involves the collection, storage, processing and assessment of data about humans or groups of humans by an 

actor in order to advance the latter‟s goals by violence exerted with the help of the collected information upon the 

humans under watch‟ (Futchs and Trottier,2015, p.12).  Here the element of violence is important according to the 

authors, avoidable insults to basic human needs, and more generally to life, lowering the real level of needs 

satisfaction below what is potentially possible  

1.1.3. Dataveilance: Aterm used by Australian computer scientist Roger Clarke to highlight the ways that 

the convergence of new technologies has confronted the advanced societies with a series of very rapid changes in 

the quantity, if not the quality, of surveillance (David Lyon, 1994,p.47).  

1.1.4. Dividuals: In the current online, e- commercial marketing sector, individuals are reduced to specific 

data flows based on their consumer habits and preferences (Gandy,1993, p.2). Thus sorting and profiling are done 

based on individuals interest, purchase and behavior. This phenomenon of the „re‟assembled subject is refigured as 

„dividuals‟ in the post panoptic era. Individuals are treated merely as data, banks, markets etc. Thesequantifiable, 

marketable informational fragments are interpreted and restored in order to create a composite identity like criminal, 

client, or consumer (Flynn, 2017, p.25). In this disassembled post panoptic era,  where all are treated  in terms of  

market  value,  the  „individual‟ is divisible, partible and   one merely  becomes  „dividual‟ where  his „in‟stinct 

nature   is lost ! 

1.2. Origin and development of surveillance 

Surveillance society is a common word in sociology lexicon.  It is not an overnight child.   Ever since 

modern governments started to register births, marriages and deaths, and ever since modern businesses began to 

flourish and monitor work it was in operation (David Lyon, 1994. p.4). Holy Bible depicts this in BC itself when St. 

Joseph traveled to Bethlehem to take part in the census (St Luke). We can say that whenever any means of social 

control emerged in the society this surveillance came into existence. Modern surveillance originated in specific 

institutions such as army,corporation, and government department and has grown to touch all areas of life.  Today 

electronic databases and data bank in an ordinary situation. 

It developed  as an academic concernafter James Rule's groundbreaking study of Private Lives and Public 

Surveillance  appeared in the early 1970s (David Lyon, 1994,  p.6).  Michel Foucault's celebrated studies of 

surveillance popularized it. Maxian-Weberian studies helped it to become an important intellectual debate in the 

social sciences.  Marx focused attention on surveillance as an aspect of the struggle between labour and capital and 

later considered filing and archiving of data as an efficient practice in bureaucracy. Foucault considered it as a 

means of social control through punishment.  For many thinkers, his panopticon prison plan is equal to electronic 
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surveillance (David L. p.8). Alvin Toffler was true   when   he predicted that social change would be technology-

driven (Alvin Toffler, The Third Wave) and we know that computer technology changed entire aspects of human 

life. Computer matching is the best examples of this. US started this in 1970s itself.  Thus a data based social control 

developed.NovelistGeorge Orwell in his dystopia(1984) connected technology with totalitarianism   and said 

metaphorically   that the „big brother‟ is constantly monitoring all of us.   This fear of post panoptic surveillance 

came true with   today‟s dataveillance.  

1.3. Panopticonism: in today’s society    

There are   different types of surveillance and modern technological devices such as   military surveillance, 

terrorist surveillance, satellite surveillance etc. They are used for the benefit of the society. 

Surveillance happens to us all, every day, as we walk beneath street cameras, swipe cards, surf the Net. 

Agencies are using increasingly sophisticated computer systems- especially searchable databases-to keep tabs on us 

at home, work, and play. Once the word surveillance was reserved for police activities and intelligence gathering; 

now it is an unavoidable feature of everyday life. Now we use it for so many purposes such as   security reasons, in 

pursuit of hobbies, work performances, remote monitoring of wildlife activities etc . CCTV (Close Circuit 

Television), it is the most common and well-known type of surveillance that is widely used today. The spread of 

CCTV over city-center streets represents the most visible sign of the “dispersal of discipline” from the prison to the 

factory and the school, to encompass all of the urban landscape (David Lyon, 2002, p 16.). Surveillance being 

everywhere is known as „Routine surveillance‟ which is a part of residential areas, schools, road traffic, car park and 

petrol stations, telephone booth and cash machines, railway stations, retail and commercial, hospitals, stadiums and 

police surveillance. 

1.4. Significance of the study 

In this scenario, this study of post panoptic „dividuals‟ freedom raises big questions of personal privacy and 

individual freedom.  Privacy and surveillance are attracting increasing attention in contemporary public debate.Fired 

by the emergence of new technologies, our brains are fast losing their ability to remember as we become 

increasingly reliant on technology, broadly known as digital amnesia, our liberty is curtailed as the digital era 

increases its pace and human rights are violated. These issues are multifaceted, controversial and challenging. 

Ending mass surveillance requires consideration not only of its effect on privacy, but its impact on expression and 

association as well. Therefore, how to balance public safety and personal privacy needs to be considered further. 

1.5. Research problems  

1.5.1.Though social surveillance has lot of merits, there are numerous cases of surveillanceand privacy  

violations by social media conglomerates in the recent past. 

1.5.2. Surveillance is violation of the privacy and freedom of individual as well as denial of human rights;   

hence it leads to totalitarianism and dictatorship. 

1.5.3. Social media surveillance proliferated in the post 9/11 polarized world wherein USpanopticon started  

monitoring Islamic nations and terror groups.  
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1.5.4. Corporate companies misuse our data for tier benefits. 

1.6. Objectives 

1.6.1.To find out the seriousness of   surveillance in the social media scenario and how itaffects our life  

1.6.2. To   examine how internet invade in to the privacy of the users. 

1.6.3. To inspect how USA and other nations invade in to the privacy of the citizens. 

1.7. Hypothesis 

1.7.1.   Post panopticon dataveillance is very common in modern digital era. 

1.7.2.    Most of the netizens are not aware of this surveillance. 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE                                       

2.1. Chelsi Lamberton (2017) in Foucault’s Panopticism Revisited Effects of Panoptic Practices in Modern 

Prisons discuss panopticon model created by Jeremy Bantham and later   explored by Micheal Foucault. It explores 

how disciplinary power with the help of surveillance in an institution   affects the behavior of the individual living in 

it.  Though this essay speaks panopticon concept in the background of prison system it applies to any modern 

institution as well.  Quoting Lacombe, the author states that, “to write about punishment and classification without 

Foucault is like talking about the unconscious without Freud” (Lamberton, p.46). The author states that   the 

surveillance in prison has both positive and negative impacts upon their behaviors.Surveillance in   society too have 

its own merits and demerits.    

2.2 Sebastian Sevignani, Verena Kreilinger, Thomas Allmer, and Christian Fuchs (2011) in Analysis of 

Existing Empirical Research Methods for Studying (Online) Privacy and Surveillance, discuss on electronic 

surveillance on social networking sites that are used by Austrian students. The topic is framed by the context of 

electronic surveillance. 

2.3 Christian Fuchs (2011) in Teaching and Learning Guide for: New Media, Web 2.0 and Surveillance, 

 discuss about the  proliferation of  web 2.0 platforms  which  collect, store, and share a lot of personal user data. 

Therefore, according to Fuchs    questions about privacy violations and online surveillance have arisen in public 

discussions, especially concerning Google.  He gives examples about Google like targeted advertising, Google 

Street View, Google Buzz etc.  About Facebook too, there are issues like Facebook targeted advertising, Facebook 

beacon, the Facebook privacy policy, Facebook places, etc. Thus todays surveillance studies discuss about privacy 

issues, data protection aspects and power dimensions of the contemporary Internet.   

2.4.Gilbert Caluya (2010) in the post-panoptic society?-Reassessing Foucault in surveillance studies 

discuss against the trend in surveillance studies by returning to Foucault‟s writing, interviews and lectures on the 

panopticon. It begins by reviewing the surveillance literature that supposedly goes beyond Foucault. It resituates 

the panopticon in the broader context of Foucault‟s theory of power to show how surveillance scholars have 

misinterpreted both his analysis of the gaze and power. 
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2.5 Daniel Trottier (2013)in Research Agenda for Social Media Surveillanceanalyses social media 

surveillance with special reference to Facebook. The author refers to   three tangible kinds of surveillance: (a) 

individuals watching over one another, (b) institutions watching over a target population, and (c) businesses 

watching over their market (Daniel, p. 4). He further discuss about the investigative and enforcement   agencies   

that harness FB.  He states that „When starting an investigation, it is increasingly common for police to first turn to 

Facebook and other social media.  It is a low-cost and low-risk option, and investigators also benefit from not being 

identified as such (p.13). He articulated how Facebook acts, „Big Brother‟ who is watching and monitoring 

everything. Quoting Emmett, the author   states that Facebook is “the most appalling spying machine that has ever 

been invented” (Daniel Trottier, 2013, p.1). According to him Facebook is now synonymous with surveillance. 

2.6. Christian Fuchs, Daniel Trottier (2015) in towards a theoretical model of social media surveillance in 

contemporary society introduce a theoretical model of information process and a model of conceptualizing modern 

society. Their model is based on Hegelian dialectical philosophy, which allows us to identify three stages of social 

life such   as: cognition, communication and co-operation. 

2.7. Harry Campbell (2016) in Cell phones may be the least of your privacy concernsreveals that the 

Internet of Things (IoT) has the potential to drastically change surveillance, providing more access than ever in 

history. He observers that  for corporations, the IoT is the golden goose of the very near future, with everyone from 

Amazon to Nike creating products with cloud-connected sensors-including cameras, microphones, fingerprint 

readers, gyroscopes, motion detectors, and infrareds-collecting streams of data about your movements, preferences, 

and habits. 

2.8. David Lyon (1994) discuss   the different dimensions of  surveillance details  such as  the   history, 

technologies, trends, counter surveillance  and overall citations of it, since it was  written   at the embryonic stage of 

internet   and   prior to the popularization of  social media  platforms, author   hardly discuss about those  trends. 

2.9. Christian Parenti (2003) in soft cage -surveillance in America from slavery to the war on terror speaks 

about the spread of surveillance in America after terror attacks. As digital technology spreads, surveillance becomes 

more ubiquitous, automatic, anonymous, decentralized and self-reinforcing. Computers create a parallel realm of 

ones and zeros, of interconnected records and databases, in which we all exist and in which we are all watched. 

2.10. David Lyon (2002)in Surveillance as Social Sortingdiscuss about theeveryday surveillance  as 

implicated in contemporary modes of social reproduction-it is a vital means of sorting populations for discriminatory 

treatment-and as such it is unclear that it is appropriate to invoke more privacy as a possible solution.  The spread of 

CCTV over city-center streets represents the most visible sign of the “dispersal of Discipline” from the prison to the 

factory and the school, to encompass all of the urban landscape. 

2.11. Herman Kruegle (2006) in CCTV Surveillance Analog and Digital Video Practices and Technology 

discuss about Internet protocol (IP) video and remote monitoring in security. The internet has permitted the 

widespread interconnection of other technologies including intrusion and fire and intrusion alarm systems, access 
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control, and other communications and control. The most significant driving force behind the explosion in the use of 

CCTV has been the worldwide increase in theft and terrorism and the commensurate concern and need to protect 

personnel and assets. 

2.12. Christopher Soghoian (2019) in his TED Talk, How to Avoid Surveillance with Your Phone talks 

about telephone and surveillance. Phone companies have introduced encryption technology in their products today. 

He advises us to secure our phone calls and   text messages   by using encryption security systems. 

2.13. In another talk Christopher Soghoian (2019, March 9) discuss about the   surveillance by government. 

There are different software companies that sell the technology of hacking to government. Few of them are hacking 

team, gamma software‟s etc. Gamma is an Anglo-German technology company that sells surveillance software to 

governments and police forces around the world. The company sold its „FinFisher‟ software to undemocratic 

regimes such as Egypt and Bahrain. 

2.14.Guarglia Matthew (2017) in Too much surveillance makes us less free. It also makes us less safe, says 

after attacks in Boston, Orlando and Manchester, authorities informed the public that they “were aware” of the 

perpetrator months or even years before the violence occurred. Time and time again we learn that informants clergy, 

neighbors, family members filed reports with authorities, only to see those names end up on a never-ending list that, 

as journalists have shown, includes hundreds of thousands of innocent people. He also quotes Edward Snowden by 

stating „We‟re monitoring everybody‟s communications, instead of suspects‟ communications. That lack of focus 

has caused us to miss leads that we should‟ve had.‟ 

2.15.Living in A Surveillance Society Information Technology Essay (2016)talks about how we are 

consciously or unconsciously sleep walking into surveillance society is a question of fact because frankly speaking 

individuals in society go through some form of surveillance. The security attached to surveillance allows individuals 

embrace it and sometimes with the knowledge of risks that come with being watched. It completes all the 

definitions, surveillance in society, positive and negative accepts of it. 

2.16. BrookesPaul (2005) discusses the reasons forthe use of electronic surveillance. Many individuals and 

organizations may, for various reasons, wish house electronic surveillance techniques at some time or another. He 

has segregated the types of surveillance at different places and for different reasons like: security reasons, in pursuit 

of hobbies, remote monitoring of wildlife activities, checking on spouse loyalty, checking on the misuse of 

telephones, etc. 

3. METHODOLOGY/ RESEARCH DESIGN  

3.1. Method: By employingqualitative method   and analyzing the content of the existing literature related 

with the topic under discussion objectives are achieved.  Since the topic is   contemporary, newspaper reports and 

video talks are utilized   in addition to primary sources of books and research articles.  

3.2. Theoretical background: As discussedJeremy Benthams „Panopticon model‟, revitalized by Michel 

Foucault is the theoretical background (Thomas McMullan, 2015). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surveillance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FinFisher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egypt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bahrain
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/cia-pushed-to-add-boston-bomber-to-terror-watch-list/2013/04/24/cf02b43c-ad10-11e2-a8b9-2a63d75b5459_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/14/us/omar-mateen-fbi.html
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/may/28/mi5-launches-inquiries-into-failings-on-manchester-arena-bomber-salman-abedi-moss-side-raids-amber-rudd
https://www.aclu.org/other/terror-watch-list-counter-million-plus
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/thomas-mcmullan
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4. ANALYSIS 

4.1 Surveillance by nation state  

  4.1.1. American model: Surveillance apparatus are   deployed by   the police forces and   government 

agencies   in the name of national, security (American Civil Liberties Union, nd).   This is   a violation of our rights 

to privacy, free speech, due process, and association. New York Times reported (Ashley Southall and Ali Winston, 

Dec. 4, 2018)   about the deployment of aerial drones for the mapping of   crime scenes and all. The New York 

Police Department deployed 14 drones and 29 officers to operate them. They said that it would be used for 

monitoring giant crowds, investigating hazardous waste spills, handling hostage situations and reaching remote areas 

in crime scenes, among other tasks.  But civil liberty lawyers criticize this „drone policy‟ since with   any public 

safely reason they can misuse this   and the videos from the drones can be used for spy activities.  

It can be used for positive purposes too. For example „Black Lives Matter’  a movement in US  that became 

popular  after   2014 has itself been the subject of surveillance, as the „Intercept‟ claims, “the department of 

Homeland Security frequently collects information including location data, on Black Lives Matter activities from 

public social media accounts, including Facebook, Twitter and Vine” (Flynn,2017, p.9).  

4.1.2. China:  It is   estimated that China has assessed 200 million surveillance cameras - four times as many as 

the US (Paul Mozur, July 8, 2018). It is said that china is following algorithmicgovernancewhereintechnologies like 

facial recognition and artificial intelligence identify and track 1.4 billion people.  

4.1.3. Korea: As smartphones and mobile devices become more common in North Korea, every aspect of an 

individual's existence in North Korea is monitored. Technology isn‟t just improving communication; it‟s giving the 

government a powerful tool to spy on its people. Microphones are now even being used outdoors to pick up 

conversations. There is an overall sense that it is unsafe to engage in any serious conversation about sensitive topics 

when three or more people gather at one place, regardless of how friendly they may be. All computers are subject to 

casual checks by different companies and authorities and must be registered with the government. The vast majority 

of North Koreans have no access to the internet as we know it. The domestic intranet, known as the Kwang Myong, 

only allows access to government-approved websites and email systems. North Korean officials stationed abroad 

generally have their internet access monitored by staff. 

Use of video surveillance technology appears to be on the sharp rise inside North Korea, Closed-circuit 

television equipment was spotted installed in dozens of locations throughout Pyongyang, including factories, tourist 

attractions and hotel accommodations.Notably, cameras were also visible on many street corners and other outdoor 

public places, including what appeared to, in some cases, be remote controllable PTZ (pan/tilt/zoom) equipment 

(Chad O'Carroll,2018). 

In all most all the totalitarian states we can witness this kind of monitoring. Stalin's Russia, Pol Pot's 

Cambodia and Mao Zedong's China are few examples. 

https://www.nytimes.com/by/ashley-southall
https://www.nytimes.com/by/paul-mozur
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4.2. Post 9/11, war on terrorism and surveillance:After the 9/11 attack, and the polarization of the 

society (term popularized by Samuel Huntington), there was widespread increase in the surveillance especially by 

the US agencies.  War on terror, declared by US  president George W. Bush has embraced dataveillance, biometrics 

and surveillance cameras, not only in America but also  elsewhere (Whitaker, 1999).  For example in order to 

combat the „war on terror‟ in Afghanistan, spaces of constant surveillance are common in Kabul. Technologies 

„watch them day and night (Flynn, 2017, p.6).Post 9/11 provided US agencies another privilege under law namely, 

Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism  

(USA PATRIOT) Act (Christian Parenti, 2003,p.213).  This was in addition to the 1978 Foreign Intelligence 

Surveillance Act (FISA). USA patriot act has lot of provisions: anyone who breaks the law so as to impact policy or 

change public opinion and does so in a way that might endanger human life (including their own) can be 

investigated and prosecuted as a terrorist (Christian Parenti, 2003, p.215). In continuation of this, Pentagon 

introduced Total Information Awareness (TIA) project.  Fortunemagazine described their   efforts like this: “Every 

telephone call you make, every credit card transaction, all your e-mail and instant messages, all your medical 

records, your magazine subscriptions, your police record, driver's license records, gun purchases, travel records, 

banking records-all would be fed into a hopper and sifted by the TIA spy Software” (Fortune, Dec.30,2002). 

Washington Post commented   typically that: „the potential for abuse is enormous‟ (TIA, Washington Post, Nov.16, 

2002). 

Terrorism Information and Prevention System (TIPS) program, introduced in 2002, though had died in its 

crib itself, again shows the US surveillance greed.  Nonetheless, the attitude of the post 9/11 Americans goes in line 

with this.  A Newsweek survey conducted immediately in the wake of 9/11 found that 32% of Americans favored 

putting Arabs under "special surveillance" like that used against Japanese-Americans during World War II. A San 

Jose Mercury News poll had 66 % of respondents favoring "heightened surveillance of Middle Eastern immigrants” 

(Christian Parenti,2003, p.217). 

4. 3.Social mediaSurveillance    

In 2012, both Google and UK mobile phone networks collected data from their users through the collation 

of users‟ email content and web traffic (Flynn, 2017, p.6). Web pages are increasingly utilizing various data 

collection methods. Few of them are:  

 „Cookies (when the website “knows” you have visited before),  

 Clickstream Data (recording where the mouse clicks),  

 Search Data (based on frequently searched terms),  

 Purchase Data (online shopping) and  

 Profile Data (from social media).   

Even our financial transactions can now be tracked; vehicle number plates „recognised‟; and our mobile 

phones tracked through GPS (Global Positioning System).  DNA profiling, facial recognition and body scanners are 
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all part of our modern culture, indeed, part of the societal systems which aim to ease our concerns over our identity 

and our possessions (Flynn, 2017, p.7).  

 According to David Lyon (2013) social media   companies are trading in personal information.  They use our 

personal informationto shape our identity. Facebook and Twitter are the virtual Panopticons of our time.  

4.4. Certain case studies 

4.4.1.Aadhaar card: Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) a semi government body introduced 

in 2011 launched the national identity project called   Aadhaar,one of the world‟s biggest databases.Indians have 

been asked to furnish their Aadhaar numbers for a multitude of transactions including accessing bank accounts, 

paying taxes, subsidies, acquiring a mobile number, settling a property deal and registering a marriage. The 

controversy emerged when debates started on the   confidentiality of around 1.1. Billion data collected. 

Government can misuse this information or any agency linked with   them   can use it for any   purposes.   The 

Tribune said one of its reporters purchased access to a portal that could provide data linked to any Aadhaar 

cardholder. Data leakage was also reported. Center for Internet and Society (CIS), an independent Indian advocacy 

group, published a report that government websites had inadvertently leaked several million identification numbers 

from the project (Rahul Bhatia, 2018). Critics have warned Aadhaar could be used as an instrument of state 

surveillance while data security and privacy regulations are still to be framed. 

         4.4.2. Apple Vz US:  In 2107, the FBI and Apple waged a very public battle over the government‟s access 

to encrypted data in an iPhone connected to the terrorist attack in San Bernardino. FBI, cracked the encryption 

without Apple‟s help. But that has not ended the debate raging over the legal status of encryption in 

telecommunications and other digital devices. The government worries that its ability to protect the country from 

terrorism and other crimes is “going dark” as a result of widespread “end-to-end encryption” in Smartphone 

operating systems and Internet services- where even the device manufacturers and service providers can‟t see 

customers‟ data-while civil libertarians and others say unlocking iPhones won‟t solve the problem and in fact will 

raise serious new dangers such as terrorists hacking into cell phones. But at the very time the tussle between Apple 

and the FBI was grabbing international headlines during the winter, the Internet of Things was quietly stepping up to 

offer an overwhelming treasure trove of information about all of us. In other words, even as the technology gods 

close an encrypted window or two, they‟ve been opening huge, Internet-connected doors (Harry Campbell, 2017). 

4.4.3. Whistleblowers:  Edward Snowdenrevealed that   US security organizations, particularly   the NSA, 

were engaged in global mass surveillance on an unprecedented scale. His revelations were indeed shocking because 

it was one of the most significant leaks in US political history in 2013. He leaked information about US surveillance 

programs to the press. One of the  biggest revelations was a program called PRISM, under which the National 

Security Agency (NSA) accesses emails, documents, photographs and other sensitive users‟ data stored in major 

companies. The Guardian and the Washington Post disclose the existence of PRISM, a program they say allows the 

NSA to extract the details of customer activities, including "audio and video chats, photographs, e-mails, 

documents" and other materials from computers at Microsoft, Google, Apple and other Internet companies. 

https://in.reuters.com/journalists/rahul-bhatia
https://in.reuters.com/journalists/rahul-bhatia
http://mashable.com/2013/06/06/prism-tech-companies-data-mining/#vP5Mr4hNRZqR
http://www.cnn.com/2014/07/01/business/apple-fast-facts/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/us-intelligence-mining-data-from-nine-us-internet-companies-in-broad-secret-program/2013/06/06/3a0c0da8-cebf-11e2-8845-d970ccb04497_story.html?utm_term=.6ccafaaeda0f
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/us-intelligence-mining-data-from-nine-us-internet-companies-in-broad-secret-program/2013/06/06/3a0c0da8-cebf-11e2-8845-d970ccb04497_story.html?utm_term=.6ccafaaeda0f
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Microsoft became PRISM‟s first partner in 2007 and the NSA began collecting vast amounts of data from its 

servers. US authorities have access to phone calls, e-mails and other communications far beyond constitutional 

bounds. It showed the role of corporations, governments of other countries and lawmakers in furthering and 

legitimizing these surveillance programs. It also showed that Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Paltalk, AOL, 

Skype, YouTube and Apple give the NSA direct access to its users‟ information (RathnamLavanya, 2017). 

4.5. Privacy and surveillance law 

US court adopted the “trespass doctrine” in 1928 as the core protection of privacy of the 4 th amendment, 

requiring a warrant for any surveillance involving trespass on a target‟s person or property. Since government 

started violating this, Supreme Court responded in 1967 with the trespass doctrine and declared that, „the Fourth 

Amendment protects people, not places.‟The amendment clearly addresses privacy, the right of the people to be 

secure, the people's sovereign right to determine how and when movement may intrude into the lives and influence 

the behavior of its citizens. The Fourth Amendment protects more than privacy; it ensures that governmental 

invasions of individual privacy are based upon rules established by the people, rules our rulers must follow in order 

to engage in surveillance. 

 

5. FINDINGS 

5. 1. If the laws related with the protection and security of citizen in many nations is flimsy then liberty, human  

right, privacy and autonomyare a myth 

5. 2. States power over individual must be defined.  Though there is bill of rights in US   or laws of   protection  

against "unreasonable search and seizure" safety of the citizen is not the first priority. 

6. OBSERVATION/ RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1. Though Orwells‟Oceania is a fictional one, its forms are invisible in „Facebookistan‟ and 

„Googledom‟. Bentham envisioned (as quoted in Flynn, p.2) that by   creating a consciousness solely based on 

permanent visibility is a form of power and in effect, a space “based on a system of permanent registration”. As the 

power of panopticon, Big Brother also shows power through the surveillance technologies.   This   digital gaze is 

an alert everywhere and it affects the behavior of the individual.     

6. 2. While discussing about Surveillance systems, on one side, we have people saying that too much 

surveillance, especially in the form of wearable computers and cameras, is taking away theprivacyof citizens in 

public. On the other hand, few others say that with security surveillance cameras installed everywhere; a safer 

society would be created. It will enable to capture criminal activities and authorities will have concrete evidence to 

punish them. 

6. 3. The discussion also strikes us with a very important question –Do the citizens of the world want to live 

in a surveillance environment that compromises the privacy of everyone in order to provide justice to the society? 

7.  CONCLUSION   

https://www.limevpn.com/guide/protect-your-privacy-when-conducting-business-on-public-wi-fi-networks/
https://www.limevpn.com/guide/gamers-guide-to-online-privacy-and-security/
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Thus, the metaphor of the „Panopticon‟ is clearly useful in helping us make sense of the implications 

ofpostmodern surveillance. Cameras have sprouted on street poles and in malls and transit stations. We can‟t be 

private in public any more. We don‟t even notice all the ways our lives have been transformed by having to produce 

cards for entry to buildings, ID for some purchases and passwords for everything online. Facebook and other social 

media are regarded as entertaining, enjoyable ways of connecting and seeing what others are up to. We watch 

ourselves on social media.  

Needless to say, placing cameras in strategic areas throughout a city can help ensure public safety, protect 

property, and prevent crimes; but on the same hand,abuse of public video cameras would violate privacy and 

personal rights.  

Therefore, how to balance public safety and personal privacy needs to be considered further. 
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